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QUESTION 1

Which parameter is mandatory in the RES-File? 

A. Backup Thread_Count 

B. CBRM Server IP 

C. Cluster_ID 

D. EMC Centera IP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An EMC Centera disk failed and was replaced by an EMC Service Representative. Two days later the customer
expresses concern because the disk still showed in the EMC Centera Viewer as not having any data on it. 

How can this be explained to the customer? 

A. Data was fully reprotected to other disks in the cluster before the disk was replaced 

B. Garbage collection has purged overprotected data from the newly installed disk 

C. Regenerations are progressing but have not yet completed 

D. Regenerations have not yet started to reprotect the data onto the newly replaced disk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When authorizing EMC Centera access, which search order does CUA 4.0 use? 

A. Access profiles for gateways or backup, Default access profile, PEA file, Anonymous profile 

B. Anonymous profile, Access profiles for gateways or backup, Default access profile, PEA file 

C. Default access profile, PEA file, Anonymous profile, Default access profile, Access profiles for gateways or backup 

D. PEA file, Default access profile, Anonymous profile, Access profiles for gateways or backup 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You have just completed a C2C install and must run a health report on both EMC Centera clusters. Which commands
will you run on each cluster in the C2C utility? 



A. c2c> start healthc2cHealth>run 

B. c2c > diagnose healthc2cHealth>run 

C. c2c> healthc2cHealth>run 

D. c2c> check healthc2cHealth>run 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A remote bank office purchased an EMC Centera to store loan information. However, the bank does not have direction
from the corporate bank as to how long to hold the loan information on the EMC Centera. 

What is the best feature to use? 

A. Event Based Retention 

B. Litigation Hold 

C. Retention Classes 

D. Set retention on all data to infinite 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which C2C component is installed on an access node, collects statistical information, and interacts with all the C2C
clients? 

A. Command Center component 

B. Data Migration component 

C. Diff component 

D. Mining component 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You are running tests in EMC Centera Verify. You have successfully tested against a PEA file for read, write, and
delete. You now want to test the replication function against the address shown in the replica address. However, after
three minutes it does not appear that the test is working. 

Which action do you need to take? 

A. Check the PEA file to verify that both EMC Centeras are listed in the cluster ID section. 



B. Close and reopen EMC Centera Verify and retry the replication test again. 

C. Nothing, it may take up to 15 minutes for the replication test to complete. 

D. Use a different PEA file for replication tests. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You are dialed in to the modem of an EMC Centera that is connected to a Storage Only node. 

What is the default IP address that you will use to connect to that cluster under EMC Centera Viewer? 

A. 10.255.0.1 

B. 10.255.10.0 

C. 10.255.1.1 

D. 10.255.10.1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the maximum number of application clients supported by CUA? 

A. 2 

B. 4 

C. 6 

D. unlimited 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Click the Exhibit button 

In the table which naming scheme is missing? 



A. GM+ 

B. M++ 

C. MD6 

D. MD7 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

How is a clip protected in a default CPP configuration? 

A. CDF and BLOB are both parity protected 

B. CDF is mirrored and BLOB is parity but mirrored if below the 250K threshold 

C. CDF is mirrored and BLOB is parity but mirrored if below the 500K threshold 

D. CDF is parity and BLOB is mirrored 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

You are merging two PEA files. Which section must be copied to create the merged PEA file? 

A. defaultkey 

B. key 

C. pea 



D. name 

Correct Answer: B 
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